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The Wiedmann Bible - A unique visual narrative of the Bible 

“Perhaps the one or the other will be able to feel God’s glory and directive through the 
images, or whether they find consolation or admonition keeping them in their spirit. Then 

the artist’s work assignment would be justified.“

-Willy Wiedmann-


Willy Wiedmann (1929 – 2013) had a vision. He wanted to create a complete, illustrated 
Bible as a continuous visual narrative. His ultimate purpose for his work: to engage 
people visually with the Bible. After 16 years of painting (1984 – 2000), and with the 
help of over 40 different Bible translations, he completed his life’s work: 19 leporellos 
(accordion-style books) containing 3,333 illustrations depicting the Old and New 
Testament. Trigger for his life work was an assignment by the Pauluskirche in 
Zuffenhausen near Stuttgart (Germany). Since the people in charge were not able to 
agree upon the design of the murals, Willy Wiedmann took it upon himself to start 
painting some sketches which turned into illustrations, and eventually into a leporello, 
consisting of 19 books, spanning almost one mile of length. Today, it is known as the 
Wiedmann Bible and it is the longest illustrated Bible ever created. Wiedmann’s 
ultimate purpose for his work was simple: to engage people visually with the Bible. He 
created it in his own style called Polycon, which he invented in the 60’s. It was greatly 
influenced by his lifelong love of music, as well as by some of the major 20th-century, 
European, avant-garde movements such as Surrealism, Dadaism, Cubism and Abstract 
Expressionism.


Due to the lack of technology and monetary funds, Wiedmann was not able to publish 
his artwork. Because of this, he stored it in four aluminium boxes in his gallery’s attic in 
Stuttgart, Germany, where it fell into oblivion. 


“I felt that my work gave them something that made them calm,  
content and in some sort happy. Ergo, my consciousness told me, why not making it 

accessible to all Christians worldwide.“

Willy Wiedmann


 
After Wiedmann’s death in 2013, his son Martin found the leporellos and decided to 
complete his father’s mission: to share the Bible with the world.
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By 2015 Martin had all 3,333 scanned, digitised, and built a team of experts to support 
him in this project, raising awareness of his father’s work. The Wiedmann Bible can be 
discovered through an interactive app and kiosk in English, German, and Spanish. 


In the same year, the Wiedmann Bible was introduced to the public for the very fist time at 
the Deutscher Evangelischer Kirchentag in Stuttgart, Germany. The following years the 
artwork was displayed at numerous galleries, churches, conferences, and events  in 
Germany and Switzerland.


On May 7th 2017, the Wiedmann Bible was showcased completely unfolded for the very 
first time and set a world record as the largest concertina book (6,944 square feet and 
121 square inches). Along the Elbe River in Magdeburg, Germany, 500 volunteers held up 
a copy of the leporello. The Wiedmann Bible was listed as the largest concertina book in 
the Guinness World Records book until August 2018.


In February 2018 Martin Wiedmann published a limited print edition, in cooperation with 
the German Bible Society: The Wiedmann Bible ART-Edition. This exclusive and limited 
hardcover, two-volume set comes in three colors and a matching slipcase, including 
images by Willy Wiedmann, Bible verses from the German Luther Bible 2017, as well as 
a supplementary volume with information about the artist and his works (in German).


In October 2018, the Wiedmann Bible made its first visit to the US and is now on 
display at Museum of the Bible in Washington, DC, until April 28, 2019.  


